
Ever'man Board Meeting 

3/26/18 

Attendance:  Board members: Lynn, Lauren, Kelly, Eric, Bonnie, Tara, Dave 

New members seated:  Jena Melancon and Sandra Kaye Smith 

Employees:  William, Thalia, Joy 

Members:  Hugh Ed Turner 

 

Called to order:  6:00pm 

Thane on call 

  

Ends reading:  Kelly 

 

Agenda Review-  

Approval of February minutes:   

MOTION to approve February Minutes: Tara 

2nd:  Kelly 

VOTE:  All in favor with new members abstaining  

 

Open Forum: 

Hugh Ed: 

-reported about Tesla cars using the store’s charging station 

-asked if everyone reads the PNJ- mentioned that Studer lists upcoming events- Hugh Ed asked 

why the board doesn’t go to any of these, specifically the Civic-Con ones (Dave and board 

members agreed) 

-Question about the percentage off in produce dept now being 25%- William answered because 

the 50% off was too much loss 

 

GM Comments: 

-William applauded his team for sales 

-Eric mentioned that Rouse’s Grocery is going in in Orange Beach 

-Earth Day event-  board members invited to attend the Girl Scout planting and patch day: 

William will email the board the specifics 

-William will be out of store attending conference in NC 

-GM meeting was held here- 13 from Eastern Corridor 

-issues with recycling bins- ECUA will not do enough pick-ups- they are working on not having 

cardboard on the ground-  Eric mentioned that might be good to ask Gulf Power across the street 

about the bins 

-Kelly asked about the CBD speaker – good attendance (50) and 27 used $5 coupon off CBD oil 

in the store 

 

B8- Treatment of Consumers  

Motion to approve B8:  Kelly 

2nd:  Lynn 

Discussion: 

-Dave mentioned how great the customer survey results were-  few comments about prices- 

William said he thinks people are not comparing apples and oranges 



-Thalia has recently done price-shop and we have great prices 

-Kelly asked if 2nd store will help with buying power/prices-  William reported that the contract 

with UNFI is actually based on the best performing store out of the two 

-Dave mentioned the comments about ambiance and about workers 

-William mentioned the results about cost and also the out-of-stocks 

-Lauren asked about marking shelves about products not being provided by the companies= 

William said yes- been looking for data entry position for 5 months.  

VOTE:  All in favor 

 

Board Self-Monitoring:  D1 

Governing Style 

-Dave explained that this encapsulates well exactly what the board does 

-Board looks the main picture- not the details 

 

Board Effectiveness Survey- 

Thane talking via telephone 

-William distributed paper copies of survey results 

-7 board members all responded 

-Dave asked Thane her suggestion on what to do with it – she said all look at it with more critical 

eye- Thane will call in for next meeting and discuss trends  

 

CCMA: 

Tara and Eric attending 

-Lauren stated she thinks new board members would benefit from 101 training 

-Lauren said maybe we should ask other co-ops if they are interested in coming here for one 

 

101:  Lauren will email nearby co-ops to see if their boards are interested in attending 101 here  

 

Committee Reports: 

• Nominating: has not met 

• Executive:  has not met 

• Endowment:  have been finalizing RFP via email- William has sent it to store lawyer and 

waiting for response- committee needs to meet to write charter and work on the 

application process for the endowment going forward 

• Fall Membership Party:  has not met- but will be meeting soon 

 

Treasurer Report: 

-surplus from election – William reiterated that it is a budget 

-endowment now is $20,000 for the art projects.  

-Kelly questioned Joy about what rolls over in budget 

-Lauren pointed out there may be expenses in conjunction with the art pieces that come up once 

the submissions are chosen 

-discussion about using money to have unveiling of art projects and/or party to celebrate 

-Bonnie pointed out that there are always extra expenses that come with renovations/building 

projects 



Motion:  Lynn motions that half of remaining board budget should be moved into the Board 

endowment fund 

2nd:  Tara 

-Joy says $15,000 is most likely the amount 

Motion amended:  Lynn amended to keep $5000  

Kelly explains how she is torn because the whole time she has been on board community 

outreach and how to do it has been a topic, but she is considering the upcoming building project 

-Sandra asked about money for the new store- William answered that soon will have numbers 

from the contractor  

-William pointed out that if down the road if money is needed, the store can pay for 

party/lighting/etc for art pieces 

-Jena pointed out $2000 or $3000 set aside, shouldn’t stop the new building 

Vote:  in favor for $5000 (2 voted for) 

Motion did not pass 

 

Motion:  Kelly motions that $3000 from board surplus goes into endowment fund 

2nd:  Jena 

Vote:  Unanimous 

 

Workshop/Retreat Topics: 

-Thane spoke about how she doesn’t want anyone to feel like their time is wasted – time is 

valuable 

-She is looking for guidance/suggestions 

-one idea of “being in business together” 

-topic idea: governance of two stores, as well as organizational structure/culture  

--Dave says he thinks that is a huge topic 

--William asked if maybe a GM with multiple stores would come to help with our workshop day 

--Thane said there are some video postcards from GMs that were used at another meeting 

--Bonnie pointed out that she would like to have a board person as well 

-Thane pointed out that Co-op Café meetings are focused on expanding “we”- she said we could 

host a regional café event  

-Kelly brought up talking about committees 

-Discussion about having board members who live/work closer to new store 

-Potentially might need help with the endowment process 

-Lauren pointed out that closer to time of the workshop- there may be new “hot” topics 

-Jena gave idea about postcards mailed back to you 3 months after with goals you wanted to 

accomplish.  

 

Motion to Adjourn: 

7:54pm:  Made by Eric 

2nd:  Kelly 

Vote:  Unanimous.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


